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 > ------ baby I would like to suggest that you think about this: [ It's a combination of a good OCR software and a decent recommender engine. It does a good job and it's available free. ~~~ qznc I cannot find the settings to enable this. Is it something like this? [ retrieval/]( No, it's quite different from that. It's an entirely different approach, the software actually creates the images for you (is much more
efficient for the machine). But you can export the images in PNG format from there. josephpmay I know you're probably running this on a desktop computer, but I'd suggest looking at something like Pix4D - it's free and does a really good job of running a single-machine OCR system. gadders I'm surprised you didn't use the Tesseract SDK? saryant I really like how fast it runs and the output quality,

but for some reason Tesseract fails to identify U.S. state names correctly. egypturnash Run this on some pictures of people who actually speak French, and have them read aloud to you, to get some sample sentences. Then write up a how-to and a link to it. robotnikman Thank you for the gesture. If you like, drop me an email (in my profile) if you need help setting it up. towle_ You're running on
Windows. That's really fast. mattb Run it on Windows Phone. amayne I can do the same thing kijin Keep up the good work! I'll be ordering it as soon as it's available. rafaelturk I think your book would be more useful for someone with a 3d printer. sp332 Text does not appear to be breaking up any word 82157476af
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